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Abstract. While in the Standard Model top quarks are predicted to be produced unpolarized at the LHC, several
models beyond the SM predict a non-zero polarisation. In particular, some of the models predicting a larger
forward-backward tt̄ asymmetry than the SM, as measured at the Tevatron, predict a positive top quark polar-
isation. Using 4.66 fb−1 of data collected by the ATLAS experiment at a centre of mass energy of 7 TeV, a
measurement of the top quark polarisation is presented. The full tt̄ system is reconstructed from final states
with at least one charged lepton, and a template fit to the distribution of the angle between the charged lepton
and the top quark is performed to measure the top quark polarisation.

In the Standard Model (SM) top quarks in top-antitop
(tt̄) production are predicted to be produced unpolarized
in proton-proton collisions at the LHC due to parity con-
servation and an unpolarized initial state. However, sev-
eral models beyond the SM predict a non-zero polarisa-
tion [1–3], and among these some even predicts a larger
forward-backward top-antitop asymmetry than the SM, as
measured at the Tevatron [4–6].

Here a measurement of the top quark polarisation in
single lepton tt̄ events (tt̄ → lνqq̄bb̄) is presented [7]. The
analysis is performed using the full 2011 dataset of pp
collisions, collected by the ATLAS experiment at a center
of mass energy of 7 TeV, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 4.66 ± 0.8 fb−1.

Since the top quark decays before hadronising, its spin
information is conserved, and can be extracted from the
distribution of the polar angle, θi, of any of its final state
decay products i. Such a distribution with respect to a
given quantisation axis is given by:

W(cos θi) ∝
1
2

(1 + αiP cos θi), (1)

where P is the degree of polarisation along this axis and αi

is the spin analysing power of the final state particle con-
sidered. At the tree level, charged leptons (`) are predicted
to have the largest sensitivity to the parent top quark polar-
isation, having α` = 1. Therefore, the cos θ` distribution
of the charged leptons is used as the observable for this
measurement, the quantisation axis being chosen as the
top quark’s momentum direction in the tt̄ center of mass
frame.

Single lepton tt̄ events are selected by requiring:

• Exactly one high-pT
1, isolated electron or muon. This

lepton should have fired a single lepton trigger. No at-
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nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector and the z-axis

tempt is made to remove leptons originating from τ de-
cays, which are considered part of the signal,

• At least four well reconstructed jets, out of which at least
one is tagged as originating from a b-quark by a multi-
variate algorithm at the 70% efficiency working point,

• Large missing transverse momentum (Emiss
T ) from the

neutrino escaping the detector,

• High transverse mass of the leptonically decaying W bo-
son, computed from the lepton pT,` and φ` angle and the

Emiss
T as mT =

√
2pT,`Emiss

T

[
1 − cos

(
φ` − φ(Emiss

T )
)]

.

Two channels, referred to as the electron and muon chan-
nel based on the flavour of the selected lepton, are consid-
ered. They are analysed separately and then combined.

The SM expectations for the various distributions are
obtained from Monte Carlo (MC) simulated samples.
Next-to-leading order event generators are used to simu-
late tt̄, single top quark and diboson events. Leading or-
der plus extra-legs generators are used for Z+jets events.
The MC expectations are then rescaled to the most up-
to-date available theoretical computations. The W+jets
events contribution is also estimated using MC simula-
tion, but the number of expected events is then rescaled
to match the most recent measurement of the top-antitop
production charge asymmetry [8]. Multijet events can con-
taminate the signal region when one jet is mis-identified as
a lepton. This contribution is estimated using a data-driven
matrix method. The number of jets passing the full tight
lepton selection is computed from the number of jets pass-
ing a looser lepton selection and applying a loose-to-tight

along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the center of the
LHC ring, and the y axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (R, φ)
are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the
beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle
θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). The transverse energy ET is defined as E sin θ,
where E is the energy associated to the calorimeter cell or energy cluster.
Similarly, pT is the momentum component transverse to the beam line.
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ratio which is independently measured in a dedicated or-
thogonal data sample.

Selected events need to be reconstructed in order to de-
termine the quantisation axis, i.e. the four-momenta of the
top and antitop quarks, and to compute the cos θ` angle.
A likelihood fit, already used for the top quark mass mea-
surement determination as described in Ref. [9], is used to
determine the neutrino momentum and the assignment of
final state jets to the top and antitop quark decays. Fig-
ure 1 shows the distribution of the reconstructed pT of
the b-quark jet associated with the leptonically decaying
W boson, and the longitudinal momentum of the recon-
structed neutrino. Data and MC expectations for signal
and background are found to be in good agreement for the
reconstructed cos θ` distributions as shown in figure 2 both
for the electron and muon channels.

To measure the polarisation of the top quarks, a tem-
plate fit to the reconstructed cos θ` distribution of signal
and background is performed. Since no dedicated MC
samples with polarised top quarks are available, signal
templates with fully positively and negatively polarised
(P = ±1) top quarks are created from the default sample.
The reconstructed level cos θ` distribution of all tt̄ events
is reweighted with (1 + cos θ`,gen) and (1 − cos θ`,gen), re-
spectively, being θ`,gen the generated value of the θ` angle
from MC simulation, to build the positive and the negative
templates to be used in the fit.

The result of the fit is the fraction assigned to the tem-
plate for positively polarised top quark f , which is related
to the polarisation at the generator level via the equation:

1
2

(
1 + α`P cos θ`,gen

)
=

1
2

f
(
1 + cos θ`,gen

)
+

1
2

(1 − f )
(
1 − cos θ`,gen

)
(2)

The template fit is performed for each channel separately
and the likelihoods are combined for the final result. All
correlations between the channels are taken into account.
The tt̄ production cross section is simultaneously fitted to
reduce the impact of the normalization uncertainty on the
fit result. It is found to be in agreement with the SM ex-
pectation. Figure 3 shows the templates for positively and
negatively polarised top quarks, as well as the fit result for
the electron and muon channels separately.

The combined result is:

f = 0.470 ± 0.009(stat)+0.023
−0.032(syst) (3)

which translates to:

α`P = −0.060 ± 0.018(stat)+0.046
−0.064(syst). (4)

The dominant experimental systematic uncertainty on
this measurement is due to uncertainty on the jet energy

scale and resolution. The dominant theoretical uncertainty
is due to the top quark mass, estimated taking into ac-
count the variation of f when the mass is varied by ±1
GeV. Other signal modelling uncertainties considered in-
clude the effect of the generator used to model the signal,
the description of the initial and final state radiation, color
reconnection and the modelling of fragmentation, as re-
ported in table 1.

Concluding, a measurement of the top quark polarisa-
tion in tt̄ events has been performed, using the 4.66 fb−1

data sample collected by the ATLAS experiment in 7 TeV
center of mass energy pp collisions. The result has been
found to be in agreement with the SM predictions.

Table 1. Summary of the systematic uncertainties on f in the sin-
gle lepton final states [7]. The jet reconstruction is dominated by
the energy scale uncertainty, while the signal modeling is domi-
nated by the uncertainty in the top quark mass.

Source ∆ f
Lepton reconstruction +0.002 −0.003

Jet reconstruction +0.018 −0.028
Emiss

T reconstruction +0.001 −0.003
Signal modelling +0.011 −0.012

W+jets shape +0.004 −0.004
Fake lepton shape +0.004 −0.005

MC background cross section +0.002 −0.002
Template statistical uncertainty +0.004 −0.004

Total systematic +0.023 −0.032
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Figure 1. Transverse momentum distribution of the b-quark jet associated to leptonically decaying W boson (left), and the longitudinal
momentum of the neutrino (right), after the event reconstruction [7]. Data and MC signal and background expectations are compared,
and the total systematic and statistical uncertainty on the expectations is shown by the shaded area.

Figure 2. Distribution of cos θ` of the charged leptons for the electron and muon channel (left and right, respectively) [7]. Data and
MC signal and background expectations are compared, and the total systematic and statistical uncertainty on the expectations is shown
by the shaded area.

Figure 3. Fitted cos θ` distribution (blue line) for the electron and muon channels (left and right, respectively) [7]. The templates
corresponding to positively (red line), negatively (green line) and non-polarised (blue dashed line) top quarks are also shown.
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